
From: Reiner Korbmann Bouverie
To: "_DA_5l,' "fitgllorz, Vgllger"; "Dgmnigge Brgssard"; fl_l_a_$on Dellmrne"; Elizabeth Heitman
Cc: "Dieggam A. Scheufel_¢,'_'; "Kgggan gamer"
Subject: RE: Genome Editing & Security Workshop
Date: Tuesday, October 03, 2017 11:17:45 AM

Hello Dr. Scheufele, dear all,

thankyou for your logistics.
I just finished my opening comments today. I do not need slides. I will make eight recommendations
for communicating.Three of them I send you in advance:

0 Hire and cooperate on level with communication professionals (not necessary scientists!) —

involve them not when you finished your work, but right from the beginning.
0 Not every recipe works everywhere (and anytime): Communication is framed. That means

dependent on culture, education, relations, environment, personal experience, media and
the right moment.

0 Do not trust in reasoning; do not count too much on emotions of people (theyare

transient): talk about values — your own and the values of your audience.

See you all in Hannover.

Bestregards
Reiner Korbmann

Hochleite 4, 81545 Miinchen
Tel. +49 89 642 17 50
Mai—
Twitter @ReinerKQLQmann
Blog Wissenschaft l<ommunizie_rt

From: i3AsA[maiit—Z #14 W”

Sent: Dienstag, 3. Oktober 2017 01:20
To: 'Stollorzi Volker"i 'Dominiiue Brossard'; ‘Jason De|borne'; Elizabeth.Heitman@UTSouthwestern.edu;

Cc: 'Dietram A. Scheufele'; 'Keegan Sawyer‘
Subject: Genome Editing & Security Workshop
Importance: High

Hi everyone,

Thank you so much again for participating in our session on ”Public communication and engagement
on potential security risks of genome editing applications” at the Hannover, Germany meeting next

week. Most of the logistics are outlined in the documents I am attaching. As session chair, I wanted
to share a few additional logistics with you.



Most importantly, this session is meant as a broader discussion about communication and
engagement. Toward thatend, I would ideally like to avoid any slide presentations during the brief
introductory remarks (5-7 minutes each). The point of these introductory comments is for each of
you to share what you see as the most important take-aways for different stakeholder communities.
Not having prepared slides will also allow you to respond in your introductory comments to some of
the things that may have been said or omitted during the previous two days of our meeting.

After the intro comments from everyone, I will have a couple of opening questions before going to
the audience. When we get questions from the floor, I might direct them to some of you for a

response in order to avoid awkward pauses as the panel decides who wants to go first. Of course,

everyone should feel free to chime in on all questions, but we also want to get to as many of them as

possible. We'll just play it by ear.
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and also to let us know if not

using slides will work for you? I fully understand thateveryone has different preferences even for
short presentations, and we'd like to honor those. That way everyone has at least a rough idea what

everyone else will be saying beyond just the areas listed on the program.

Thanks so much again for doing this. I look forward to hearing from all of you thisweek, and meet in

person in Hannoverl Please do not hesitate to be in touch with any other questions you might have.

Best,
Dietram

john e. ross professor | vilas distinguished achievementprofessor
university ofwisconsin—madison | morgridge institute for research
gig-gjramsgijggifelgcgm | sgi_mep lab | gftice hours



From: Jason Delborne

 

To: QAS
Cc: gtellgiz, Volker; Reiner Korbmann Bouverie; Dominique Brossard; ElizabethHeitman; Dietram Scheufeie; Keegan

a er

Subject: Re: Genome Editing & Security Workshop
Date: Monday, October09, 2017 1:09:56 PM
Attachments: PastedGraphic-2.tit"f

Jason Delborne from North Carolina State University chiming in, and I’m fine withnot using
slides.

I’ll focus on strategies of public/stakeholder/communityengagement and make the following
points:

c There is no “public.” We always construct “publics,” or audiences,depending on how
we design engagement. The NASEM report on gene drives has a helpful diagram of
concentric circles, reminding us of the way thatcommunities, stakeholders, and publics
are related.

c We are fairly skilledat public communication (sharing information to educate/persuade)
and public consultation (surveying for public opinion),but less skilledand experienced
at engagement that is reciprocal in nature. I use the metaphor of “grasping hands” to
emphasize thatengagement requires vulnerability- at risk of being moved by the other
party.

0 One of the common errors we make is the frequent failure to be both clear (internally)
and transparent (externally)about why we are engaging publics. Are we trying to
educate in order to persuade? Are we just checking a box for the sake of optics? Or do
we have real questions, where the answers will affect our behavior‘?Or do we have a

plan for translating the outputs of engagement into existing decision making processes?
a Because engagement requires so many design decisions, I am piloting a model with

three different projects related to emerging biotechnologies (GE algae, GE American
chestnut trees, and gene drive mice for biodiversityconservation). This model begins
witha landscape analysis. The second step is a stakeholder workshop (inclusive,
diverse) not to make governance decisions and hash out existing debates, but to
facilitatea conversation about how best to design engagement for thatcase. The third
phase is to pilot the ideas of the stakeholder workshop withbroader publics.

Looking forward to seeing/meeting you all thisweek!

Jason

Jason Delborne | AficiateProfemr of Seienc;e_,_PQ|jey.and Society | North Cetoline Stete
University | Foreetty &,Environmental Reeoureee | Qenetic Engineerir1g_& Seciety Center | Jordan
Hall Addition 5221, Campus Box 8008 | Raleigh, NC 27695 | office: 919.515.0106 | cell:
919.980.2867 | jas0n=de|b0rne@nCsu.edu
All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are

subject to the NC Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties.



On Oct 4, 2017, at 10:04 PM,DAS—wrote:

sounds great. and i love the duerrenmatt reference, of course. use part of that play in

my science, media & society course here at uw.

John e. ross professor | vilas distinguished acliieyen'ientprofessor
university of wisconsin—madison | rnorgridge institute for research
tlielramscheufelecom I scimep lab [ office hours

From: Stollorz, Volker
Sent: Wednesday, October 4, 2017 02:51
To: DAS—; 'Reiner Korbmann Bouverie'

T:~Dom«mque Brossanr

 'JaSOnDelb0rne' <ja(lelhor@ncsii.edu>;
_E1i2:al3etl'iHeitman(17 ls JTSOLJH"l\.r‘i./f?Stfl'l"l.E‘(lU
Cc: 'Dietram A. Scheufele‘ <scheufele@wist:.edu>; 'Keegan Sawyer‘

Subject: Re: Genome Editing & Security Workshop

Dear Dietram Scheufele and Dear Panelists,
attached are a few thoughts that I could contribute to our panel discussion, I hope this
fits well to the topic you wanted to raise.
If you have question, feel free to contact me

Volker Stollorz

Redaktionsleitung

Science Media Center Germany gGmbH
Rosenstr. 42-44
50678 Koln

fon +49 221 8888 25 25
fax +49 221 8888 25 29
mobil +49 173 6611530
www.sciencemediaoenter.de

Sitz der Gesellschaft:
Schloss-Wolfsbrunnenweg33
69118 Heidelberg

Handelsregister Mannheim HRB 335493
Geschéiftsftihrer: Mirko Meurer, Beate Spiegel, Volker Stollorz



vommsm
Datum: Dienstag, 3. Oktober2017 um 18:32

An: 'Reiner KorbmannBouverie' 
"Sto|lorz, Vo|ker"< 'Dominique
 ‘Jason Delborne' <jadelbor(ci>ncsu.edu>,
"Elizabeth.Heitman@UTSouthwestern.edu"

<E|izabeth.Heitman@UTSouthwestern.edu>
Cc: "'Dietram A. Scheufe|e'” <scheLifele@wisc.edu>, 'Keegan Sawyer‘
<_u—>
Betreff: RE: Genome Editing & Security Workshop

Public communication and engagement on potential security risks of genome editing
applications



From: Stollorz, Volker
To: DAS; "Reiner Korbmann Bouverie"; "Dominictue Brossard"; "Jason Delborne"; Elizabeth Heitman
Cc: "Dietram A. Scheufele"; "Keegan Sawyer"
Subject: Re: Genome Editing & Security Workshop
Date: Wednesday, October 04, 2017 2:51:33 AM
Attachments: Science Journalism in a changing world.docx

Dear Dietram Scheufele and Dear Panelists,
attached are a few thoughts that I could contribute to our panel discussion, I hope this fits well to

the topic you wanted to raise.
If you have question, feel free to contact me

Volker Stollorz

Redaktionsleitung

Science Media Center Germany gGmbH
Rosenstr. 42-44
50678 Koln

fon +49 221 8888 25 25
fax +49 221 8888 25 29
mobil +49 173 6611530
www.sciencemediacenter.de

volker.sto|lorz@sciencemediacenter.de

Sitz der Gesellschaftz
Schloss-Wolfsbrunnenweg33
69118 Heidelberg

Handelsregister Mannheim HRB 335493
Geschéiftsfijhrer: Mirko Meurer, Beate Spiegel, Volker Stollorz

V°n=DAS-
Datum: Dienstag, 3. Oktober2017 um 18:32

An: 'Reiner KorbmannBouverie' e>,"Stol|orz, Volker''

—, ‘Dominique Br0sSard'—
‘Jason De|borne' <jadelbor@ncsu.edu>, "Elizabeth.Heitman@UTSouthwestern.edu"
<E|izabeth.Heitman@UTSouthwestern.edu>
Cc: '”Dietram A. Scheufe|e'” <scheufe|e@wisc.edu>, 'Keegan Sawyer—
Betreff: RE: Genome Editing & Security Workshop

Public communication and engagement on potential security risks of genome editing applications



Science Journalism in a changing world
Volker Stollorz, Science Media Center Germany

1. Before I will address the question what if any role there is for
sciencejournalism in a changing world, I want to clearlydefine,
what I mean when I talk about professional sciencejournalism.
Systematicallyone can distinguish three types of science
communication, only one ofthemholds the key to understand
what sciencejournalism is about.
First there is science communicationwithinthe scientific
community,between scientificexperts in the relevant domain
of expertise.
Secondlythere is science communicationout of science,
communicatingto non-scientificaudiences.This is mostly done
from the perspective of science, it remains the important field
of “educating the uneducated”.
Only the third and I thinkmost crucial task sets science

journalism apart from science communication:that is the role
to communicateABOUTPublic Issues Science raises.

People like me develop interactionalexpertise across many
disciplines to observe science from an outsider perspective —

we cover science like an ethnologist reporting about a foreign
culture to an audiencenot familiarwiththe complicated rules
ofthegame.

The most important task a good sciencejournalisthas is
therefore NOT ONLY to communicate science as an endless
frontierto non scientificaudiences,but to confrontscience,
scientists and science policy makers with the public
expectations societies have towards the kingdom of science.

Sciencejournalistsengage the public when science raises
Public issues in need for decision making. I would even argue: if



there is no Public Issue, no Public Science Communication is
needed.

I will leave it for the discussion to what has changed since we all
live in a digitalized science communication environment, but as

a starting point I want to make crystal clear how important it is
to understand why sciencejournalismshould be seen as a

slightly different art than science communication.

It's truth seeking story telling, serving the interest of
citizens.

Who knows what about what is the crucial question a science

journalist has to ask all the time. Then what expectations “the
public” and sciencejournalismhas when it comes to scientists
and science?

To cut a convoluted story short:
1. The public trusts more, if and only iftheyperceive experts as

knowledgeableabout what needs to be known.
2. The public trusts more, if scientists actwith integrity
3. The public trusts more, iftheyperceive scientists aiming at

thecommon good.

In my view sciencejournalistsare a kind oftrust brokers
between science and society, ifactionableknowledge is

discovered, a gain in trust in science may be observed, if
scientists act like stealth advocates or special interest groups,
mistrust can follow. You may have noticed thatgood science

journalists cover the “evolutionof bad science communication”

quite a lot and rightly so, becausescientific integrity is a serious

public issue and extremely relevant for a society more and
more dependent on reliable knowledge.



This brings me to the topic of our session: “Public
communicationand engagement on potential security risks of
genome editing applications”
The most important question to ask as a sciencejournalist is
this: What are the public Issue with biosecurity in the age of
genome editing?

I will share two observations:
Scientists will be able to manipulate organisms without leaving
detectable traces of theirediting procedures in the genome.
Genome Editing undercuts thewhole public debate about what
constitutes a geneticallymodified organism. Added to this
convoluted public issue is the biosecurity implication of dual
research of concern: The same discoveries thatmade precision
genome editing possible may also be used unintentionallyor by
people with bad intentions as tools to introduce toxic traits in

organisms with the aim to disrupt societies.

This is a serious public Issue scientists do not want to talk to
much about openly in public, for some good reasons, but also
some delicate intentions. Believe it or not: researchers are now

able to edit, correct and sometimeswrite anew codes of
potentiallypandemic pathogens (PPP), or more generallyable
to create potentiallyself replicating devastating organisms,
which so far natural evolution has NOT created.

What we see before our eyes is what some have
called a type of,,ruin risk“-problem,where the risk of
unintentional or intentional release is low with non-

zero probability,but could result in unrecoverable
losses if it materializes.

Individuals and societies always had difficulties
dealing with this type of ruin—risk becausethe
classical cost-benefitanalysis doesn't help much.
Why? The benefitsmay seem crystal clear but the



probabilityof realizing the ruin risk may not be as

easy to calculate.

A certain class of experiments can therefore be
described as a kind of,,collectiveruin risk problem“, in
which policy makers have the responsibilityto avoid
catastrophicharm to society: In my view, even high-
benefit, high probabilityoutcomes do not outweigh
the existence of low probabilitybut infinite cost

options.

My second observation is this: The immaterial and
therefore informationalcharacterof the genetic code
undermines traditional governance strategies as in
the bioweaponsconvention, biosafetyand
biosecurity regulations or export control regimes to
minimize the spread of Dual Use Research of
Concern. A simple Email with the sequence ofa man

made PPP is in factalready the possible
dissemination ofa Dual Use Research of Concern

Agent whetheryou like it or not. Look at the
regulations in place and you see thatthey longer
apply what is biologicalynow plausibleand possible.

So, it's high time to debate openly about how to act
from here. No scientist likes to easilyaccept red lines
and rightly so. But here we are: Friedrich Diirrenmatt
wrote about the modern Dual Use Dilemma Drama
,,The Physicist“ in 1961, shortly after scientists made
hydrogen bombs a reality. The novelists pessimistic
prescription still holds true today: ,,Was alle angeht,
konnen nur alle losen“ (What concerns all of us can

only be solved by all of us“).

What should we humans decide in such situations?
The precautionaryprinciple states thatifan action or



policy has a suspected risk of causing potentially
severe harm, the action should not be taken in the
absence of scientific near certainty about its safety. In
such a situation, the burden of proof about absense of
harm falls on those proposing an action, not those
oppofing.

The difference between the ruin risk ofthenuclear
arsenal and genome editing is the later is an almost
“democratictechnology". The potential ruin risks are

even more difficult to assess. To be honest, even

discussing possible risks risks distributing knowledge
to thewrong people.

Coming back to sciencejournalism I thinkour role as

a profession is to pose the though questions towards
science:
What kind of real benefitdo societies miss if policies
stop certain experiments?
Who should be allowed to experiment in situations
where ruin risks for public global goods go together
with proven benefitsof the research?
How should we deal with efforts in the military
domain to create syntheticorganisms?
How can we prepare for non-state terrorism and the
likelihood of individuals making use of genome
editing for bad intentions?

As I said. Good Science Journalism has to ask the
tough questions:
Who should be in the position to decide about Dual
Research of Concern? For the emerging biosecurity
issues in the new age of not-state terrorism we still
don't have a coherent system, we only have
regulations thatdo not match the possible threatsof
bioterroristchallenges in the 21 century.



This is a Public Issue of real concern.



From: DAS
To: "Reiner Korbmaon Bouverie"; 1Sto|l0rz, volker"; "DominiqueLBrossard"; "Jason Delborne"; ElizabethHeitman
Cc: "Dietram A. figheufele"; "Keegan fiaiyer"
Subject: RE: Genome Editing 8: Security Workshop
Date: Tuesday, October 03, 2017 11:32:16 AM

 

excellent, thankyou.

would be great if you could focus particularly on online environments, social media, etc. and the

opportunities and pitfalls they might bring with them. especially your rich experience in this area

will be useful for folks to hear, i think. all of thatwill also tie in nicely with what volker stollorz might
touch on with respect to his work with the science media center. as far as values, motivated

reasoning etc. goes, it also seems thatyou might echo some of the themes dominique brossard will
outline from a social scientist's perspective in her keynote and potentially intro comments for our

session.

i don't thinkrepetition is a bad thing,especially since many of the bench scientists at the meeting
will be new to this world. thanksagain.

john e. ross professor | vilas distinguished achievementprofessor
university of wisconsin——madison | morgridge institute for research
dietramscheufelecom | scimep lab | office hours

From=Remer»<orbmannBouveneimantom
Sent: Tuesday,October 3, 2017 11:17
T°= 'DA5'<9—I '5t0"0rZ» V°”<e"<_
‘Dominique Brossard'—'JasonDe|borne' <jade|bor@ncsu.edu>;
Elizabeth.Heitman@UTSouthwestern.edu
Cc: 'Dietram A. Scheufele' <scheufele@wisc.edu>; 'KeeganSawyer’-
Subject: RE: Genome Editing & Security Workshop

Hello Dr. Scheufele, dear all,

thankyou for your logistics.
ljust finished my opening comments today. l do not need slides. I will make eight recommendations

for communicating.Three of them I send you in advance:
- Hire and cooperate on level with communication professionals (not necessary scientistsl) —

involve them not when you finished your work, but right from the beginning.
- Not every recipe works everywhere (and anytime): Communication is framed. That means

dependent on culture, education, relations, environment, personal experience, media and the

right moment.

0 Do not trust in reasoning; do not count too much on emotions of people (theyare transient):
talk about values — your own and the values of your audience.

See you all in Hannover.



Best regards
Reiner Korbmann

Hochleite 4, 81545 Mtinchen
Tel. +49 89 642 17 50
Mai
Twitter @_ReinerKorbmann
Blog Wifins_chafLl<ommuniziert

 
 

From:—IDAS [mai'ii!1—.l%_ii
Sent: Dienstag, 3. Oktober 2017 01:20
To: 'Sto|Iorzi Vo|ker"i 'Dominiiue Brossard'; ‘Jason Delborne'; Elizabeth,l;leitman@UTSouth_vvestem,edu;

Cc: 'Dietram A. Scheufele'; 'Keegan Sawyer‘
Subject: Genome Editing & Security Workshop
Importance: High

Hi everyone,

Thank you so much again for participating in our session on ”Public communication and engagement
on potential security risks of genome editing applications” at the Hannover, Germany meeting next

week. Most of the logistics are outlined in the documents I am attaching. As session chair, I wanted
to share a few additional logistics with you.

Most importantly, this session is meant as a broader discussion about communication and

engagement. Toward thatend, I would ideally like to avoid any slide presentations during the brief
introductory remarks (5-7 minutes each). The point of these introductory comments is for each of

you to share what you see as the most important take-aways for different stakeholder communities.
Not having prepared slides will also allow you to respond in your introductory comments to some of
the things that may have been said or omitted during the previous two days of our meeting.

After the intro comments from everyone, I will have a couple of opening questions before going to

the audience. When we get questions from the floor, I might direct them to some of you for a

response in order to avoid awkward pauses as the panel decides who wants to go first. Of course,

everyone should feel free to chime in on all questions, but we also want to get to as many of them as

possible. We’ll just play it by ear.

Finally.would each of you please "reply to all" on thisemail sometime thiswggk with iust two or

and also to let us know if not

using slides will work for you? I fully understand thateveryone has different preferences even for
short presentations, and we'd like to honor those. That way everyone has at least a rough idea what

everyone else will be saying beyond just the areas listed on the program.



Thanks so much again for doing this. I look forward to hearing from all of you thisweek, and meet in

person in Hannover! Please do not hesitate to be in touch with any other questions you might have.

Best,
Dietram

john e. ross professor | vilas distinguished achievementprofessor
university ofwisoonsin—madison | morgridge institute for research
djetramscheufelepgm | sgimeg lat; | offige hours


